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This invention relates to firing action mechanisms in
firearms and similar cartridge firing devices which include

a magazine for containing usually a plurality of cartridges

to be indexed in sequence into firing position. More
particularly, the invention relates to the means conven
tionally incorporated within such firing mechanisms for
automatically and successively indexing each cartridge

3,158,950
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engaging the next lug of the cylinder ratchet upon the
next firing of the pistol. In Colt revolvers, this disengage
ment and repositioning of the hand is conventionally ef
fectuated by the action of a rebound lever which is biased
by the pistol mainspring in engagement with the hand.
Of course, some conventional pistol types include a simple
spring arrangement, rather than a rebound lever, for re
positioning the trigger and hand to their normal, pre
firing position.
In most preferred types of conventional revolvers, the
firing mechanism includes sear arrangements of the trig

ger and hammer elements which provide the familiar
“double action” feature of the mechanism which permits

within the magazine into firing alignment with the barrel
the pistol to be fired repeatedly solely in response to Suc
15 cessive trigger actuations, thereby eliminating the neces
element of the device.
This application is a continuation-in-part of my appli
sity for manually cocking the hammer element prior to
squeezing the trigger for firing, as is required by alterna
cation Serial No. 75,947, filed December 15, 1960, now
tive “single action” sear arrangements which are usually
abandoned.
Although the invention was achieved upon adaptation
also included in the same firing mechanism for optional
of a Colt model revolver type pistol to incorporate the 20 use. It should be noted, however, that whether such
invention and therefore its presently preferred embodi
conventional pistols be fired either by single or double

action, the chamber containing the cartridge next to be
fired will not be moved fully into alignment with the

ments will be described in connection with such Colt fire

arms, it will be understood that the invention in its

broader aspects may be applicable to firearms and other
cartridge firing devices which are, or may be manufac
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tured by others than Colt. Accordingly, the true scope of
the invention should not be considered as being limited to
the particular embodiments herein described, but rather
only by the appended claims.
Conventional revolver type pistols, such as the Colt

revolvers, include a rotatable cylinder having a plurality
of axially aligned cartridge chambers in annularly spaced
relationship for holding a corresponding plurality of car
tridges, each of which may be brought into firing align
ment with the barrel and hammer of the gun by rotation
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of the cylinder. Cocking and subsequent releasing of the
hammer, to strike and fire the cartridge which is in such

firing position, is effected by actuation of the trigger of
the pistol.
It is well known that, in conventional revolvers, the
chamber containing the cartridge to be fired is brought
into firing position coincidentally with the cocking and
releasing action of the hammer. That is, under ordinary
conditions, the cartridge chamber which is in alignment
with the gun barrel and hammer prior to cocking the
hammer for firing does not contain the cartridge which
will be fired in response to the next action of the hammer.

Rather, the chamber which is next in sequence around the
cylinder contains the cartridge to be fired in response to
the hammer action.
To effectuate the necessary chamber indexing rotation
of the cylinder coincidentally with hammer action, the
cylinder is appropriately provided with a ratchet element
to be intermittently engaged by a ratchet pawl (more
commonly referred to as the "hand"), the pawl conven
tionally being mounted on the trigger element. The pawl
or hand moves with generally slidable movement, with
respect to the gun frame, in response to successive actua
tions of the trigger, each engagement of the hand with the
cylinder ratchet being contemporaneous with the total pe
riod of movement of the hammer in cocking and release.
The cylinder is further provided with a plurality of pe
ripherally spaced detents, corresponding with the number
of cartridge chambers. These detents are successively en
gaged by a cylinder stop (sometimes referred to as the
"bolt') to lock the respective chambers in firing position
at the final stage of each such chamber indexing move
ment of the cylinder in response to the aforesaid succes
sive actuations of the trigger. Each release of the trigger
after firing permits the hand to disengage the cylinder
ratchet, and further causes the hand to be repositioned for

barrel and hammer during the cocking movement of the
hammer, but rather will be moved fully into such position
only in response to that small amount of additional move
ment of the trigger, upon firing the pistol, beyond its posi
tion whereat the trigger and hammer sear elements are
about to ride out of engagement in releasing the hammer
to fire the cartridge. Of course, in manually cocking the
hammer for single action firing, full cartridge chamber
alignment may occur due to seating engagement of the
cylinder stop element with a cylinder detent, which tends
naturally to occur by reason of the close tolerances be
tween these parts. But it may be generally stated that
full positioning of the cartridge chamber into its firing
position actually is effected upon slight additional rotative
movement of the cylinder within that fraction of time
which elapses between the moment of release of the ham
mer and the moment of its impact upon the cartridge to
fire the same.

It becomes apparent that there inherently exists in such
exact alignment between an indexed cartridge chamber
and the gun barrel might not always be attained by the
time the hammer strikes the cartridge. within such cham
ber in firing the cartridge. It is intended by the present
invention to provide means whereby such possibility for
misalignment is substantially eliminated.
It is also known that the amount of hammer "throw,'
or its distance of movement in pivoting to fire a cartridge

conventional mechanisms certain conditions whereby
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will affect both the rapidity with which the pistod may be

repeatedly fired and, more importantly, the firing ac

curacy attainable. If the hammer can be provided with a
very short "throw” in cocking the same, especially during
"double action' firing of the pistol, firing accuracy and
firing rate are improved. Yet, for reasons principally
associated with the cartridge indexing mechanism, it has
60
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not been possible or practical to substantially shorten the
pistols. Accordingly, it is an object of the invention to
provide cartridge indexing means which makes practical
such shortened hammer throw in pistols of the type, the
distance of movement of the hammer in cocking being
reduced to about one-half of that provided in known
pistols.
In addition, it becomes apparent that, of itself, the

extent of hammer throw in conventional revolver type

aforementioned problem of fully aligning the indexed
cartridge with the barrel contemporaneously with the in
dexing movement of the cartridge becomes more acute
and difficult of solution where the distance of movement

3,158,950
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of the hammer is significantly reduced by provision of a
“short throw,” as aforesaid. Accordingly, it is an ob:
ject of the invention to provide a repeater type pistol
which has a relatively short throw hammer, as compared
with conventional pistols of the type, as well as means for
fully indexing a cartridge charnber into firing positioi.
contemporaneously with the cycle of movement of the
short throw hammer in cocking, and before its release.

Considering the problems attending cartridge and bar
rel misalignment more specifically, and assuming the
barrel and cylinder chambers to be of substantially equal
diameters, as is conventional, any misalignment between
a cartridge and the barrel of the gun at the instant of
firing the cartridge causes the propelled projectile (alid/or
the cartridge explosion gases) to impinge upon the end
portion of the barrel section which lies within the pati

of projection of the perimeter of the cartridge chariber,
in which path the projectile and explosion gases are nor
maily intended to travel. Such impingement on the end
of the barrel interferes with proper entry of the projectile
and gases into the barrel and often causes shaving or
“splatter of the projectile within, and out from the spac
ing between the confronting respective ends of the barrel
and cylinder. It is well known that such splattering
presents a hazardous condition to the operator who is
exposed to injury by such shavings in flight. Moreover,
the accuracy of release and travel of the projectile is
impaired by its deflection and deformation upon striking

the barrel end. Such spurious splattering of particies is
further known to be one of the primary causes of jam
ming of the firing mechanism. Again, the problem be
comes more pronounced in instances where an attenlpt
is made towards shortening the distance of hainmer throw
in the pistol, as aforesaid.
In order to minimize the possibilities for occurrence of
such cartridge misalignment, and even in conventional
pistols wherein no provision has been made to shorten
the throw of the hammer in cocking and release, it has
heretofore been beiieved necessary that exceedingly close
tolerances be maintained in the manufacture of the rele
vant pistol parts if full alignment of each successive car
tridge with the barrel of the gun is to be assured at the
instant of discharge. Moreover, if further movement of
the trigger in effecting release of the hammer is not to be
restrained by the cylinder stop element (which eleEilent,
upon engaging a cylinder detent, restrains further move
ment of the cylinder and its attached ratchet and, hence,
of the hand which is then in engagement with both the
cylinder ratchet and the trigger), it is apparent that any
amount of oversize in the parts as might tend to insure
that any indexed chamber will be fully aligned with the
gun barrel prior to release of the hammer, is prohibited.
For example, oversize in the length of the hand, or in the
annular distance of protrusion of the lugs of the cylinder
ratchet, would prevent the additional movement of the
trigger as is necessary to move the trigger sear of the
hammer sear in permitting the hammer to spring into coin
tact with the cartridge. Thus, manufacturing tolerances
as have heretofore been believed permissible in the ratch
et, hand, and cylinder stop elements have of necessity
always been Such as tend to aggravate the conditions for
misalignment or lack of proper alignment between any
given cartridge chamber and the barrel of the gun, rather

than Such as would tend to compensate for the same. In
addition, upon repeated use of the pistol, it is apparent
that the engagement surfaces of the ratchet, hand, and
cylinder stop elements will sooner or later become worn
to an extent requiring their replacement if proper cham
ber alignment with the barrel is to be assured.
Accordingly, it is further intended by the invention to
improve the firing action mechanism of such conven
tional firearms and devices, even of those wherein a con
ventional distance of hammer "throw” is incorporated, in
a manuer providing assured, substantially perfect aiign
Inent between each successive cartridge and the gun bar

O
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rel during repeated firings of the device, and in a manner
whereby the aforesaid close tolerances of manufacture
in producing many of the firing action elements will be
unnecessary, and whereby the consequences in these re
spects of wear between the relievant parts will be negli
gible. As a result, it is expected that the cost of manu
facturing such firearms and devices, as well as the fre
quency of replacement of worn elements, will be reduced.
Thus, as will be later more fully understood, it is also
intended by the invention to provide means which will
automatically compensate for wear of the ratchet, hand
and similariy pertinent parts, and for certain inaccuracies
in the size of such parts as might occur during initial man
ufacture or by misfit upon replacement of only one of
the same.
Still further objects of the invention are the elimina
tion of the aforesaid safety hazards to the operator, and
of the aforesaid causes of jamming of the firing necha
nism as are attributable to "splatter” of the projectile and
explosion gases, and to improve the firing accuracy of fire
aii.S.

Another object of the invention is to provide a trigger
for attachment in a conventional revolver type firearm
or device, such as that of the Colt model revolver, where
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by oaly the trigger element of such conventional device
need be replaced by a trigger made in accordance with
the invention to achieve many of the aforesaid objects, and
whereby easy and inexpensive conversion of such a con
ventional pistol or device may be effected. Such trigger
made in accordance with the invention will improve the
operation of the chainber indexing mechanism of the fire
arm to assure full alignment between any cartridge cham
er and the barrel of the firearin at, or before the time of
release of the hanner element to fire a cartridge within

such chamber.

in addition, it is another object of the invention to in
sure tighter positioning of each successive cartridge re
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ceiving chamber in alignment with the barrel by improv
ing the cylinder locking mechanism to compensate for any
slack as may normally exist between the several elements
of the chainber indexing mechanism at the time the car
tridge is fired. It is intended that such will be accom
plished by providing means whereby constant chamber
indexing pressure is maintained on the cylinder at the
time of firing the pistol.

Briefly and generally describing the invention in its

preferred embodiment, it should first be noted that the
conventional hand, or ratchet pawl is normally pivotally
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mounted on the trigger element of, for example, a Coit
axle, at the end of the hand which is opposite its ratchet
engaging free end, normaliy only pivotally engages a
simple bearing aperture in the trigger element. By con
trast, it is proposed by the present invention to provide
means whereby the hand, during normal chamber index
ing operation, will be moved with generally rectilinear
movement, rather than only pivotal movement, relative
to the trigger element. Thus, it is intended that the move
ment of the hand in indexing the cartridge cylinder will
be accelerating with respect to the movement of the trig
ger during the firing action, rather than moving with sim
ple responsive movement with respect to the trigger.
In its preferred embodiment, the bearing aperture of
the trigger element wherein the hand axle normally
resides is elongated, in the direction of the normal move
ment of the hand upwardly towards the cylinder ratchet,
so that the hand axle will be displaceable within the trig

model revolver. For this purpose, a laterally protruding

ger slot provided by such elongation to permit the hand
to slide, with rectilinear movement relative to the trigger
element, in the direction of cylinder rotation during the
trigger movement. A spring, preferably attached to the
trigger element and residing within the aforesaid elongated
slot, engages the hand axle to urge the same in the re
ferred to direction of its movement within the aperture.
it will be noted that the normal limited pivotal movement.

3,158,950
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of the hand, with respect to the trigger, which occurs
the cartridge for firing. In adidition, the same positive ac
during trigger movement to facilitate the chamber index
tion of the hand on the cylinder ratchet by the afore
mentioned trigger spring element may be incorporated to
ing action of the hand, is not interfered with. Now, con
finally urge the cartridge chamber into precise align
ventionally, for example in the Colt revolver, a spring
biased rebound lever rides on the hand axle, slidably en
ment, and to maintain constant bias pressure on the cylin
gaging the same at a location between the confronting
der during the period of release of the hammer so as
respective side surfaces of the hand and trigger element,
to insure that the precise alignment as is obtainable be
in manner such that it normally urges the hand away
tween the indexed cartridge chamber and the gun barrel is
from engagement with the cylinder ratchet. Thus, the re
maintained at the instant the cartridge is fired. Where the
bound ever would normally prevent the aforesaid desired 10 trigger spring is so incorporated, the end of the trigger
rectilinear movement of the hand as it is intended to take
projecting portion, which engages and thereby lifts the re
place during its chamber indexing movement in response
bound lever to permit the action of the trigger spring as
to actuation of the trigger because the pressure of the
aforesaid, may be so contoured, in relation to the rebound
rebound lever on the hand would compress the afore
lever surface on which it rides, as to halt the upward
said spring within the elongated trigger slot. According 5 movement of the rebound lever at an appropriate time. in
ly, and to permit the hand to respond to the bias of this
the cycle of movement of the elements to insure that only
the trigger spring influences the upward pressure of the
trigger spring at a desired time, but also to permit the
normal hand and trigger repositioning action of the re
hand on the cylinder ratchet at the final stage of the
indexing.
bound lever at the end of the firing actuation cycle, means
are provided to relieve the action of the rebound lever 20 The foregoing and other objects, features and advan
on the hand only during the chamber indexing move
tages of the invention will become apparent from the fol
ment of the hand. These means are preferably in the
lowing detailed description thereof in which reference
form of a trigger portion which projects at a location such is made to the accompanying drawings.
In the drawings:
that, upon firing actuation movement of the trigger, the
projecting portion will engage the rebound lever to lift 25 FIGURE 1 is a fragmentary side elevation of a pistol
the same and relieve the normal pressure of the latter on
embodying one form of the invention as the pistol would
the hand during an appropriate period in the cycle of trig
appear prior to actuating its trigger for firing, the pistol
ger movement. Of course, the trigger spring, which may being shown with its handle grip plates removed and with
be of a coil, leaf or other type, normally exerts a bias on
certain other portions partially cut away for a better
the hand axle which is less than that exerted on the hand 30 understanding of the firing action mechanism;
FIGURE 1A is an enlarged side elevation of a trigger
by the rebound lever.
The rectilinear movement between the hand and trig

made in accordance with the invention, and which is in
corporated in the FIGURE 1 showing, a portion of the

ger elements, as is provided by the invention, may be

utilized to provide a "shortened throw' hammer action,
as aforesaid. This "short throw' hammer feature is pro
vided by a modified form of the invention in which the
rebound lever, or an associated pivotal follower element,
positively engages the hand to impart the rectilinear
movement thereto during at least a portion of the cycle
of movement of the trigger, the aforementioned pro
jecting portion of the trigger urging the rebound lever
and the follower element if provided) in such engage
ment. In effect, such mechanism simulates the positive
engagement between the trigger and hand as found in
conventional firing action mechanisms of the type, yet
causes the pivotally mounted rebound lever to promote
the desired accelerated rate at which the hand is in
tended to move upwardly in engagement with the cylin
der to move the cylinder through a cartridge indexing
cycle. Of course, in this connection the term "rebound
lever' has been used to connote the conventional lever
which is biased by the mainspring of the device, as above
explained, but it will be apparent that where directly con
nected spring means or the like, rather than a rebound
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trigger being shown in cross-section to illustrate certain
details;
FIGURE 2 is a sectional view of the pistol of FIGURE
1, the section taken at line 2-2 of that figure;
FIGURE 3 is a sectional view similar to that of FIG
URE 2, but showing the position of the parts upon actuat
ing the trigger to its position immediately prior to release

of the hammer element for firing the pistol;
FIGURE 4 is a fragmentary side elevation of a modi
fied form of trigger made in accordance with the inven
tion;
FIGURE 5 is a similar fragmentary side elevation of
still another modified form of trigger made in accordance
with the invention;
FIGURE 6 is an enlarged fragmentary side elevation

of the firing action mechanism of the pistol of FIGURE
1 to show the features of the mechanism in greater detail;
FIGURE 7 is a similar view of the firing action mech
anism shown in FIGURE 6, but as it would appear upon
actuating the trigger to its position immediately prior to
release of the hammer element for firing the pistol;
lever, is used to return the trigger to its normal pre-firing 55 FIGURE 8 is a similarly enlarged but fragmentary side
position, an unbiased arm or the like, preferably piv elevation of the firing action mechanism of the pistol of
otally mounted, may be incorporated into the mechanism
FIGURE 1, as seen from the reverse side thereof, the parts
for the purpose. The greatly accelerated movement of
being positioned as shown in FIGURE 6;
the hand with respect to the cartridge chamber cylinder
FIGURE 9 is a fragmentary side elevation of only the
50

is afforded such as by the aforementioned provision of 60 hand and a portion of the rebound lever element as seen
an elongated slot in the trigger which permits rectilinear
in FIGURE 8, to show these elements in greater detail;
as well as pivotal movement between the hand and trig
ger element. In the preferred "short throw hammer” em
bodiment, it has been found desirable to elongate the
aforementioned conventional bearing aperture of the trig
ger in direction both above and below the conventional
central axis of the aperture, as will later be more fully
understood. By adjusting the sizes or relationships of

FIGURE 9A is an end elevation of the FIGURE 9
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the various sear elements between the trigger and ham
mer elements in the mechanism, it will be found that the 70

cartridge containing cylinder can be more rapidly in
dexed during trigger actuation, and that the distance of
movement, or "throw' of the hammer in cocking and re
lease can be significantly reduced substantially to the very

minimum throw which is required for sharply striking

5

showing;
FIGURE 10 is a fragmentary side elevation of a modi
fied form of firing action mechanism in accordance with
the invention, as it would appear prior to actuating the
trigger for firing a pistol in which it is incorporated;
FIGURE 11 is a similar view of the firing action mech
anism of FIGURE 10 as it would appear upon actuating
the trigger to its position immediately prior to release of
the hammer element for firing the pistol;
FIGURE 12 is a fragmentary side elevation of only
the hand and a portion of the rebound lever element as
viewed from the reverse sides thereof as shown in FG
URE 10 to show these elements in greater detail; FIG

8,158,950
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sidered as having a main body portion 27a, a trigger Sear
portion 4, and a projecting portion 42, the latter for
engagement with rebound lever 35 as will presently be

7
URE 12A is an end elevation of the FIGURE 12 showing;
FIGURE 13 is a fragmentary side elevation of still an
other modified form of firing action mechanism in accord
ance with the invention as it would appear prior to actu
ating the trigger for firing a pistol in which it is incorpo

described. In the embodiment shown, the projecting por

rated;

FIGURE 4 is a view of the firing action mechanism of
FIGURE 13 as it would appear upon actuating the trigger

to its position immediately prior to release of the hammer

for firing the pistol; and
FIGURE 15 is a fragmentary view of a firing action

O

mechanism in accordance with the invention which in

corporates still another modified form of certain elements
Referring first to FIGURE 1, the invention is shown

thereof.

as embodied in a revolver type pistol 26, such as a Colt
revolver, which has a frame, generally indicated by refer
ence numeral 2, to which is attached a barrel element 22
and a pivotable cylinder crane 23. A cartridge chamber
cylinder 24 is rotatably mounted on a spindie of the crane
23 in conventional manner. Referring briefly to FIG
URE 2, it will be understood that the cylinder 24 has a

plurality of annularly spaced and axially aligned cartridge
receiving chambers 25 formed within the cylinder for re
ceiving a corresponding plurality of cartridges (not
showi), each of which may be brought into alignment
with the barrel 22 of the gun by rotation of the cylinder,
as is well known.
The pistol 23 has a firing action mechanism, generally
indicated by reference numeral 26 (FIGURE 6), for
firing in sequence the cartridges contained in cartridge
receiving chambers 25. The firing action mechanism in
cludes a trigger 27 which is pivotally mounted to the
frame 24 by a trigger pin 23, a hammer 29 which is pivot
ally mounted to the frame 2, by a hammer pin 36, a re
bound lever 3 which is pivotally mounted at one of its

dotted ines in FIGURE 1A, and it should here be noted

that in this embodiment of the invention the slot 40 need

20
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ends 31a to frame 21 by a pin 32, a pistol mainspring 33,
and a ratchet pawi or hand 34 for rotating the cylinder 24
substantially contemporaneously with trigger actuation to

index one of the cartridge receiving chambers 25a (See
FIGURES 2 and 3) into firing alignment with the barrel
22. in rotating the cylinder 24, the hand 34 engages a

40

URES 9 and 9A) in which a hand axle 39 is received in
fixed relation. The laterally protruding hand axle 39 is
received within a trigger slot 4 for both pivotal and
rectilinear movement with respect to the trigger 27. The
pivotal portion of the movement is that which is conven
tional in pistols of the type during chamber indexing
movement of the hand 34 towards the cylinder 24. How
ever, in the embodiment presently being described, the
rectilinear portion of the hand movement with respect to
the trigger is slidable in nature, and is best understood
upon a consideration of the construction of trigger 27
which is incorporated in such embodiment, as will now be
explained.

Referring to FIGURE 1A, the trigger 27 may be con

mechanism. The direction of elongation of the slot 40
is generally in the direction of the conventional movement
of the hand 34, during trigger actuation, towards cylin
der 24 for the purpose of engaging ratchet 35 to indeX
a cartridge receiving chamber 25 into alignment with
barrel 22. Thus, in this embodiment of the invention,
the lower end 43a of slot 49 (the end which is opposite
that towards the aforementioned direction of movement
of hand 34) may be considered as substantially coincid
ing with the simple bearing type aperture (not shown)
which is provided in a conventional trigger of the type
for receiving the hand axle 39, the distance of the slot
48 from the trigger pin aperture 28a also being the same
as in such a conventional trigger.

hand axle 39 within the trigger slot 40 during actuation
of the mechanism, the trigger embodiment shown in
FIG. 1A includes a spring receiving orifice 433 formed
within body portion 27a in communication with the lower
end 409a of the slot and having a coil type spring 44 dis
posed therewithin. The spring 44 is biased towards the
aforementioned direction of movement of the hand, the

45
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frame 21, as shown.
In the embodiment of FIGURES 1, 6 and 7, the free

end 3b of the pivotable rebound lever 3 is tapered in the
illustrated conventional manner and, in the pre-firing posi
tion of the firing action mechanism 25, engages a pro
truding axle housing portion 34a of hand 34 (see FIG

only be of slightly elongated configuration to provide
only a modicum of displaceable movement of the hand
34 with respect to the trigger 27 during actuation of the

To promote the slidabie displacement movement of the

ratchet element 35 which is attached to the cylinder.

A hammer stirrup 36 is pivotally mounted on the ham
mer 23 by haramer stirrup pin 37, and it will be under
stood that the free end of one of the leaf portions 33a
of mainspring 33 is in bias pressure engagement with the
end 36a of the hammer stirrup in manner urging hammer
29 toward its released position as shown in FIGURE 6.
The other leaf portion 33b of mainspring 33 is in bias
pressure engagement with rebound ever 31 in a manizer
normally urging the hand 34 and trigger 27 into their
initial, pre-firing positions as also shown in FIGURE 6.
The two leaf portions 33a and 33b merge at the main
spring end 33c which is received in a recess 38 of the

tion 42 is in the form of a lug which is attached, as by
wedding or brazing, to the side of the body portion 27a
so that it protrudes laterally therefrom (see FIGURES 2
and 3) into the plane of pivotal movement of rebound
lever 3 which is conventionally adjacent such side of the
trigger. The lug is more fully shown in side elevation in
FIGURE 1, it being shown partly cut away in FIGURE
1A.
As previously mentioned, the trigger 27 is provided
with a trigger slot 49 which serves as a guide track for
guiding the hand axle 39, which is therein received as a
foi.ower, for slidable displacement movement with re
spect to trigger 27. The hand axle 39 is indicated by

60

spring 44 being retained within orifice 43, as by a set
screw 45 in threaded engagement with orifice internal
threads 43a which are formed at the open end of the
orifice adjacent an edge of trigger body portion 27a.
A button head 46 or the like may be provided at that end
of the spring 44 which projects into the slot 40 for bias
engagement with hand axle 39. Thus, the bias of spring
44 on hand axle 39 will normally urge the latter against
the upper end of the slot 49, as shown.
Modified forms of trigger 27 are illustrated in FIG
URES 4 and 5, and it will be understood that either of

these might be used in the firing action mechanism pres
ently being described, as an alternative to the trigger form
shown by FIGURE 1A. Each of these alternative trigger
forms may also be considered as having a body portion
7a, a trigger sear 42, a trigger pin aperture 28a, a pro
jecting portion 42, and a trigger slot 40, all of which are
arranged and constructed in accordance with the FIG
URE 1A showing. Of course, it will be observed that

65

the reverse side of the trigger 27 is shown in FIGURES
4 and 5, as compared with the side thereof which is shown
in FIGURE 1A, such being for clarity of description.

The trigger form of FIGURE 4 is somewhat similar to

that shown in FIGURE 1A in that the body portion 27a

is also provided with a spring receiving orifice 43 in

communication with the lower end 4.2a of the slot 40 and

having an open end at an edge of the body portion
27a. Moreover, a coil spring 44 is retained within the
orifice 43, as by a set screw 45, the spring being biased
towards the slot 46. However, rather than being disposed

Substantially in alignment, more or less, with the direction

3,158,950
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into pressure engagement with the underside of the re
of elongation of slot 49 as in the FIGURE 1A modifica
bound lever 31, whereupon the trigger movement lifts
tion, the spring receiving orifice 43 is disposed at a sig
nificantly greater angle of inclination with respect to the

direction of slot elongation, and the spring 44 has a
chamfered type button head 47 attached at the end there
of which is biased towards the slot 40. As indicated

in FIGURE 4, the chamfered type button head 47 will
be urged by the bias of spring 44 into engagement with
the underside of hand axle 39 (indicated by dotted lines)
to press it upwardly against the upper end of the slot 40
as in the previously described embodiment, the chamfered
portion creating a force component in such direction of

0.

displaceable movement of the hand axle 39, as is well

understood. By terminating the orifice 43, at its slot com
municating end, just short of the adjacent extreme outer
edge of the trigger body portion 27a, a stop 48 for the
button head 47 is provided to prevent its emerging from
the trigger body portion responsive to the bias of spring 44.
Of course, it will be understood that the spring receiv
ing orifice 43 of either the FIGURE 1A or FIGURE 4
trigger embodiments may have either round, or square, or
other cross-sectional configuration.
The trigger form of FIGURE 5 includes a spring re
ceiving channel 49 which communicates with the lower
end 4.0a of slot 4 and which is disposed substantially at
right angles to the direction of elongation of the slot 40,
as shown. The channel 49 is in depth about half the
thickness of the trigger body portion 27a. A leaf spring

5

20

25

50 resides within channel 49 and extends into the slot

40 at its lower end 49a, the bias of the spring normally
urging it towards the upper edge 49a of the channel 49
and thus into bias pressure engagement with the under
side of the hand axle 39 (indicated by dotted lines) for
the aforementioned purpose. The channel upper edge
49a has angular relation with respect to the channel lower
edge 49b, as shown, to provide a sector area for arcuate
movement of the leaf spring 50 about its fixed end 50a
whereat it is attached to trigger body portion. 27a. As
indicated, the spring end 50a may have enlarged con
figuration to be received in press fitted relation within
an appropriate recess 5 of channel 49.
Continuing with the description of the firing action

30

in response to the aforementioned additional movement
of trigger 27 in the direction of arrow A (FIGURE 7)
to fire the pistol, and upon the trigger 27 being released
by the finger, the urging of mainspring 33 will cause the
rebound lever 3 to pivot in direction opposite to that

shown by arrow C, whereupon the rebound lever lug 64

40

mechanism 26, its general arrangement is similar to that

of conventional mechanisms in pistols of the type as re
gards the interacting relationships between the trigger 27

and hammer 29, and it will be understood that upon

pivoting of the trigger 27 in the direction of arrow A
(FIGURE 7), or of the hammer 29 in the direction of
arrow B (FIGURE 7), and depending upon whether the
hammer is manually cocked for single action firing or is
cocked coincidentally with trigger actuation for double
action firing of the pistol, the trigger sear 41 will engage
either the single action hammer sear 52 or the double

50

53 is formed by a surface of a hammer sear strut 54

55

action hammer sear 53. The double action hammer sear

which is pivotally mounted on hammer 29 as by a strut
pin 55. The sear. strut 54 has a stop 56 which engages
a coacting stop 57 of hammer 29 in response to the bias
of a strut spring 58, as shown.
As more clearly indicated by FIGURES 6, 7 and 8, the
firing action mechanism arrangement conventionally in
cludes a cylinder stop element, or bolt 59, which is piv
otally mounted for rocking type movement on a bolt pin
60 attached to frame 21. The bolt 59 has an end 6.
which is adapted to sequentially engage and disengage

the rebound lever 31 by causing it to pivot in the direc
tion of arrow C (FIGURE 7). Referring to FIGURE 6,
it will be understood that during such pivotal movement
of the rebound lever 31, the end 63 of bolt 59 will also
be urged upwardly by engagement of the laterally pro
jecting rebound lever lug 64. The bolt 59 is thereupon
pivoted about the axis of its bolt pin 60 so that its end 6.
moves downwardly out of engagement with one of the
cylinder detents 62, into which the end 61 has previously
been biased by the urging of the bolt spring 65. Upon
further movement of the rebound lever in the direction
of arrow C in response to continued firing actuation
movement of trigger 27 in the direction of arrow A, the
bolt end 63 rides of the rebound lever lug 64, thereby
permitting the bolt 59 to pivot in opposite direction, re
sponsive to the urging of the bolt spring 65, so that its
end 6 may thereupon be biased first into contact with
cylinder 24 at a location between two adjacently spaced
cylinder detents 62, but in any event into seating engage
ment within the cylinder detent 62 which is next in se
quence around the cylinder upon the chamber indexing
movement of the cylinder 24 having been completed. Such
engagement of the bolt end 61 within any cylinder detent
62 will limit the rotative. movement of the cylinder 24
in indexing one of its cartridge receiving chambers 25 into
alignment with barrel 22 of the pistol, as is understood by
those having skill in the art. As is also well understood,
upon the trigger and hammer sear elements riding apart

60

65

will drop past the bolt end 63 to position the lug 64
therebelow for initiating another cycle of rocking move
ment of bolt 59 in response to a subsequent firing actua
tion of the trigger. For this purpose, the bolt 59 is made
of thin stock towards its end 63 so that, due to the re
spective confronting configurations of bolt end 63 and
the side edge of the rebound lever lug 64, the bolt end 63
will resiliently deform in lateral direction, with respect to
its plane of pivotal movement, to permit such reposition
ing of the rebound lever lug 64 with respect to the bolt
end 63 at the end of the firing actuation cycle.
Referring to FIGURES 2, 3, 6 and 7, it is seen that
during firing actuation movement of trigger 27 the hand 34
moves slidably with respect to the pistol frame 2A in direc
tion towards the cylinder ratchet 35 for the purpose of
appropriately engaging the ratchet to cause cartridge in
dexing rotation of cylinder 24 contemporaneously with
the movement of the trigger. The hand 34 has a free
end 34b and a notched shoulder 34c, and is in laterally
-offset relation with respect to the axis of rotation of cylin
der 24. Upon pivotal movement of trigger 27 in the
direction of arrow A (FIGURE 7), the hand sequential
ly engages first the ratchet lug 35a by its free end 34b,
and thence the ratchet lug 35b by its notched shoulder
34c, to cause rotation of the cylinder fully to the extent

necessary for indexing one of the cartridge receiving cham
bers 25a into firing alignment with the barrel 22 in well
known manner. During such slidable movement the
hand 34 rides between, and is guided by the fixed guide
element 66, which is attached to the frame 2, and the
fixed guide element 67, which is formed by an interior
surface of a removable side plate 68 of the frame. The

each of the peripherally spaced cylinder detents 62 within
the cycle of each chamber indexing rotative movement of
the cylinder 24. Bolt 59 has an opposite end 63 adapted
side plate 68 is attached to the frame 2 by side plate
to engage a laterally projecting lug 64 of rebound lever
34. As previously mentioned, the rebound lever 3i is 70 screws 69 and 70 (FIGURE I) and encloses and conceals
the major portions of the firing action mechanism 26
biased into engagement at its free end 31b with the hand 34
within the frame 25, its removal permitting access to the
(through its housing portion 34a) by the urging of main

spring 33. As will later be more fully understood, piv
otal movement of trigger 27 in the direction of arrow

A (FIGURE 7) moves its attached projecting portion 42

75

firing action mechanism. As previously mentioned, after
hammer 29 has been released to fire a cartridge, and
tupon release of the trigger by the finger, the mainspring
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biased rebound lever 3i also returns the hand 34, as well

as trigger 27, to normal, pre-firing position thereby com
pleting the chamber indexing cycie.
Thus, it will be understood that chamber indexing
action, to bring a cartridge receiving chamber 25a from
its annularly displaced location (FIGURE 2) to its posi
tion of alignment (FIGURE 3) with respect to the bar
rel of the pistol for the firing of a cartridge therein con
tained, accompanies the firing actuation movements of
the trigger 27 and hammer 29 to fire such cartridge as
will now be more fully explained.
A double action movement of the firing action mecha
nism 26 is illustrated by comparison of FIGURES 6
and 7. FIGURE 6 shows the mechanism as its parts
will appear both prior to their actuation for firing a car
tridge (not shown) within cartridge receiving chamber
25a and immediately after completion of the firing actua
tion cycle. FIGURE 7 shows an intermediate disposition
of the parts during their movement, the hammer 29
being now in its fully cocked position and immediately
prior to its release to move under the urging of main
spring 33 into firing contact with the cartridge within
chamber 25a. The position of the hammer 29 when in
such firing contact with the cartridge is referred to herein
as the released position of the hammer 29. The pistol
20 is grasped by the handle portion in conventional man
ner with the forefinger applied to trigger 27. Squeezing
of the trigger causes its pivotal movement, about trigger
pin 23, in the direction of arrow A in FIGURE 7. The
trigger movement brings the trigger sear 41 into pressure
engagement with the double action hammer sear 53 as
aforementioned, and also brings the laterally protruding
and outwardly projecting portion 42 of the trigger into
pressure engagement with the underside of rebound lever
31 at its free end 31b. Further pivotal movement of the
trigger lifts the sear strut 54 and hence, by the interaction
of the strut and hammer stops 56, 57, causes the hammer
29 to pivot in the direction of arrow B (FIGURE 7) to
wards its double action fully cocked position, and further
causes the trigger projecting portion 42 to lift and pivot
the rebound lever 31 in the direction of arrow C (FIG
URE 7) out of its pressure engagement with the hand
housing portion 34a (note FIGURE 9) as was its initial,
prefiring condition. Such lifting of the rebound lever
31 out of pressure engagement with hand 34 permits the
slidable displacement movement of hand axle 39, within
trigger slot 40 and with respect to trigger 27, in response
to the bias of the trigger spring 44. Thus, the spring 44
urges the hand 34 upwardly towards cylinder 24 by lift
ing the hand axle 39 within slot 40, pressing the axle
towards the top end of the slot. It becomes apparent
that this action of the trigger spring 44 causes an acceler
ating of the otherwise normal, upward slidable movement
of the hand 34 with respect to pistol frame 2 and towards
cylinder 24 as would occur by reason of the simple
connection of its axle 39 to trigger 27 in the absence of
such spring 44. The upward, slidable movement of hand
34 with respect to frame 2 is guided by fixed guide ele
ments 65 and 67 and, by reason of the action of the an
gulated guide element 67 on the hand edge which faces
away from cylinder 24, it will be understood that the
hand 34 will also pivot with respect to trigger 27 about
the axis of hand axle 39 during its course of slidable move
ment towards cylinder 24. As previously mentioned, dur
ing the continued pivotal movement of trigger 27 the
hand 34 will cause rotative movement of the cylinder 24
and thereby cause indexing of the cartridge 25a from
its position as shown in FIGURE 2 to its position fully
in alignment with barrel 22 as shown in FIGURE 3 by the
time the hammer 29 has been rotated to its double action
fully cocked position as shown in FIGURE 7.
Also, as previously mentioned, after the trigger 27 has
attained its location as shown in FIGURE 7 its contin

ued pivotal movement in the direction of arrow A will
cause the trigger sear 45 to disengage the double action

2
hammer sear 53, thereby releasing the hammer 29 to
swing towards its released position of FIGURE 6. How
ever, it will be noted that the trigger lug, or projecting
portion 42 is still in engagement with rebound lever 31,
thereby permitting the hand 34 to remain under the bias
influence of trigger spring 44. Thus, upon the release of
the hammer 29, and until the pistol has been fired,
substantially constant pressure of the hand 34 on the
cylinder 24 and, in turn, constant pressure of the cylin
0 der 24 against the cylinder stop or bolt 59, is main
tained, thereby assuring continued substantially perfect
alignment of the cartridge receiving chamber 25a with
barrel 22 at the moment its contained cartridge (not
shown) is fired.
Upon release of the forefinger from the trigger 27
5
after the pistol has been fired, the upward pressure of
trigger projecting portion 42 on rebound lever 3 is re
lieved, thereby permitting the rebound lever to pivot
downwardly, in direction opposite to arrow C, responsive
20 to the bias of mainspring 33. Initially, this bias respon
sive movement of the rebound lever causes the trigger
27 to begin its return pivotal movement, towards its
FIGURE 6 position, by reason of the engagement of
rebound lever end 31b with trigger projecting portion
25 42. At about the same time, the hand 34 may begin to
move downwardly upon the top end of the trigger slot
46 coming into engagement with hand axle 39. In any
event, as the rebound lever continues to move downwardly,
it will again engage the hand housing 34a to continue the
30 return movement of both the hand 34 and trigger 27,
the hand axle 39 being contemporantously urged down
wardly within the trigger slot 40 until it is in contact
with the bottom end 40a thereof, the bias pressure of
mainspring 33 overcoming the opposed bias pressure of
35 the trigger spring 44. Of course, during the return
pivotal movement of the trigger 27, trigger sear 4 will
engage and pivot the hammer sear strut 54 against the
bias of its spring 58, so that all of the parts of the firing
action mechanism 25 will return to their positions as
40 shown in FGURE 6.
While a single action firing of the pistol 20 is not
specifically illustrated, the action of the mechanism 26
is similar. It is well known that such action is initiated
by manually pivoting the hammer 29 in the direction of
45 arrow B (FIGURE 7) from its released position, as
shown in FIGURE 6, to its single action fully cocked
position (not shown) whereat the trigger sear 45 is in
engagement with a notched portion 7 (FIGURE 6) of
the single action hammer sear 52. During such single
50 action cocking movement of the hammer the single action
hammer sear 52 will be in engagement with the under
side 41a of trigger sear 41, thereby lifting and causing
pivotal movement of the trigger 27 in the direction of
arrow A (FIGURE 7). The trigger projecting portion
55 42 promptly engages and lifts the rebound lever 31, where
upon the hand 34 is free to move upwardly a distance
approximately equal to the length of trigger slot 40 in
response to the urging of trigger spring 44, the hand being
inhibited
in this movement only by its contact with ratchet
60 35 in the event there is abnormal resistance to cylinder ro
tative movement (as will be explained) or by any momen
tarily continued contact of its housing portion 34a with
the end 31b of the rebound lever as also may occur due
to the bias action of trigger spring 44. Continued cock
65 ing movement of hammer 29 continues the upward move
ment of the hand 34 in, or into chamber indexing engage
ment with the ratchet 35 of cylinder 24, such being ac
companied by continued pivotal movement of trigger 27
which is, of course, of a following nature. Thus, car
tridge chamber indexing is completed by the time the
hammer has arrived in its single action fully cocked
position (not shown), the cylinder 24 then being main
tained under constant pressure in the direction of its
indexing rotation and against the bolt 59 by the con
75 tinued pressure engagement of hand 34 responsive to the
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urging of spring 44. As is well understood, the parts will
trigger 74, hammer 75, and rebound lever 76 are pivot
remain in such cocked position until trigger 27 is squeezed
able, respectively, about the trigger pin 28, hammer pin
to fire the pistol. Squeezing of the trigger pivots the
30, and pin 32 of the pistol frame 21, and the mainspring
same a slight additional amount in the direction of arrow
end 77c is received in recess 38 of frame 21, as in the
A, whereupon the trigger sear 41 rides out of engage
other embodiments. Similarly, the hammer 75 includes
a stirrup 36 which is pivotable about hammer stirrup pin
ment with the notched portion 71 of the single action
hammer sear 52, thereby permitting release of the ham 37 and which has an end 36a engaging the mainspring
- mer 29 to move sharply under the urging of mainspring
leaf portion 77a so that the mainspring 77 urges the ham
33 to its released, cartridge-fired position, as shown in
mer towards its released position as shown in FIGURE
FIGURE 6, whereat the hammer firing pin 72 would O 10. The other mainspring leaf portion 77b engages
be in firing contact with a cartridge within a cartridge rebound lever 76, urging it downwardly in the manner
previously discussed. However, it may be necessary that
receiving chamber 25a. Finger release of the trigger then
permits the return action of the rebound lever in the leaf portion 77b have relatively short length as indicated
same manner as previously described in connection with
in FIGURES 10 and 11. Bolt 59 operates in the same
a double action firing of the pistol, and all of the parts 15 manner as described in connection with the other em
of the mechanism are thus repositioned as shown in
bodiments, the bolt 59 having an end 61 for sequentially
FIGURE 6.
engaging the peripherally spaced detents 62 of the ro
tatable cylinder 24, and an opposite end 63 for engaging
Whether the mechanism is operated "single action' or
the rebound lever lug 64. The cylinder 24 has a cylinder
“double action,” it should be noted that if abnormal re
sistance to rotative movement of cylinder 24 is encoun 20 ratchet 35 which has ratchet lugs, indicated at 35a and
tered, as by a cartridge being oversize in length or not 35b, to be respectively engaged by the free end 78b and
being fully seated within chamber 25a such as would the notched shoulder 78c of the hand 78 during chamber
indexing movement of the hand in rotating cylinder 24
cause its head to bind within the cylinder headspace by
to bring a cartridge receiving chamber into alignment
frictional contact with the headspace end of frame 21,
such resistance may prevent prompt upward displace 25 with the barrel and hammer firing pin 72 of the pistol
as previously described. In this movement of the hand
able movement of hand axle 39 within trigger slot 40
in response to the bias of spring 44. If such resistance 78, it rides between and is guided by the fixed guide ele
is encountered, the hand axle 39 will be in contact with ment 66, which is attached to frame 21, and the fixed
guide element 67, which is attached to the removable
the lower end 4.0a of the trigger slot so that the move
ment of the trigger 27 will positively urge the hand up 30 side plate 68 of the frame, as in the other embodiments.
The trigger 74 may be considered as having a main
wardly in a manner overcoming such resistance. This
positive action, of course, momentarily approximates body portion 74a, a trigger sear portion 79, and a project
such similar positive action in conventional mechanisms. ing portion 80, the latter for engaging and relieving the
Thus, in all of the embodiments and generally speaking, downward, mainspring bias pressure engagement of the
it will be noted that the bias of the trigger spring, such 35 rebound lever 76 on hand 78 as will presently be de
scribed. The trigger 74 also has an elongated slot 81
as springs 44 (FIGURES 1A and 4) and spring 50 (FIG
URE 5), need only be such as will overcome the in which is similarly disposed but has considerably greater
length than the trigger slot 40 of the previously described
ertia resistance of cylinder 24 to its rotative movement,
considering that all, or only some of its cartridge re 40 embodiments, thereby providing a considerably greater
distance of slidable displacement movement of the hand
ceiving chambers 25 may be filled with cartridges.
78 with respect to trigger 74 during operation of the
The invention as it incorporates a "short throw' ham
mechanism 73. In this connection, it should be noted
mer in the firing action mechanism will now be de
that the slot 8 may be elongated in direction both above
scribed.
The extent of hammer "throw” is determined by the 45 and below the confines of the conventional trigger aper
relative lengths of the hammer and trigger sear ele ture, previously mentioned but not shown, for receiving
the laterally protruding axle of a hand element. This
ments in any given mechanism. That is, in any given
will depend upon the final relationships of the parts,
pistol where the respective relative sizes and the loca
including consideration of whether a hand element that
tions of pivotal mounting of the hammer and trigger ele
ments are fixed, the length of the trigger sear 41 will 50 is slightly longer than normal for the mechanism is
used, as may in some cases be desirable in a "short throw
determine the arcuate distance of movement of hammer
hammer” mechanism. While a trigger spring 82 is dia
29 during which the sear 4 will be in engagement with
gramatically shown in FIGURE 11 as being associated
hammer sear 53. Thus, the hammer 29 will pivot to a
with the trigger slot 81 (it being understood that the
greater or less extent prior to the time the sear elements
spring 82 may be arranged or constructed in accordance
ride apart to permit release of the hammer. Similar
results can be obtained in a variety of other ways as is 55 with the FIGURES 1A, 4 and 5 embodiments), it will

later be shown that it is not essential to include such a

well known such as by extending or shortening the length

- trigger spring 82 in order to obtain full chamber index
ing within a "short throw hammer' mechanism, unless

of the hammer sear strut 54, or by altering the lengths

or other relationships of both the trigger sear 41 and the
hammer sear strut 54. In general, the same may be
said in respect of the coacting sear elements which pro
vide single action movement of the mechanism. How
ever, as previously noted, a difficulty attending any at
tempt to modify the mechanism to incorporate such a

60

certain additional benefits as are provided by spring 82

are desired. The essential elements providing full cham
ber indexing in a "short throw hammer' mechanism are
means, such as slot 81, permitting greatly accelerated

movement of a hand element with respect to the trigger
element, and means, such as trigger projecting portion 80,
urging the rebound lever 76 upwardly against the bias of

shortened throw hammer involves the elements which are

intended to promote full cartridge chamber indexing
coincident with the action of the mechanism. The

mainspring 77.

present invention overcomes these difficulties as, for ex
ample, by the embodiments which will now be described.
Referring to FIGURES 10 and 11, the "short throw
hammer" firing action mechanism 73 comprises a trigger
74, a hammer 75 having a firing pin 72, a rebound lever

The hammer 75 has a sear strut 83 pivotable on a strut
viously described, so that the strut stop 86 engages a
coacting stop 87 of the hammer 75. The strut 83 provides
a double action hammer sear 88 which functions in as
sociation with trigger sear 79 in basically the same

76, a mainspring 77 having leaf portions. 77a and 77b,
a hand 78, and a bolt 59 (shown partially cut away for
clarity in the description), essentially the same basic ele
ments of the previously described embodiments. The

pin 84 and which is biased by a strut spring 85, as pre

70

manner as the other embodiments. However, the ham

75

mer sear strut 83 is shown in FIGURES 10 and 11 as

having considerably shorter length than the conventional
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sear strut 54 of the embodiment shown in FIGURES 6

and 7, for example, this for the purpose of reorienting
the relative positions of the hammer and trigger sear ele
ments such as will permit these elements to ride apart
after the hammer has pivoted only a comparatively short
distance along its arcuate path of movement toward its
cocked position. Thus, as indicated in FIGURE 11 by
the solid lines, a new “fully cocked' position of the ham
mer is effected, as compared with the conventional fully
cocked position thereof as indicated by dotted lines
CFC ("conventional fully cocked”). The released posi
tion of the hammer 75, indicated by solid lines in FIG
URE 10 and by dotted lines R in FIGURE 11, is of

O

course the same as that shown in FIGURE 6. Of course,
it will be understood that the length of trigger sear 79
might be shortened, or the lengths of both the trigger sear
79 and the hammer sear strut 83 might be adjusted rela
tive to each other, for the purpose of shortening the

throw” of the hammer 75, and that the relationship be
tween trigger sear 79 and the hammer single action sear
89 should be similarly altered to provide for shortened
hammer "throw” when firing the pisto "single action.”
The single action sear 89 has been eliminated in FIGURE
11 for clarity. A hammer stop 99 prevents hammer 75
from pivoting beyond its fully cocked position, and it will
be understood that stop 90 is attached to frame 2 as in
conventional mechanisms.
Referring briefly to FIGURES 12 and 12A, which are
views similar to FIGURES 9 and 9A, it is seen that the
hand 78 has an axle housing portion 78a which is en
gaged by the rebound lever 76 in the same manner and
for the same purpose as was the axle housing portion 34a

20

25

preferably relieved, or rounded downwardly, as shown,
generally in accordance with the locus of points of contact

30
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their “pre-firing positions as shown in FIGURE 10. In
this view, the hammer 75 is shown in its "released” posi

tion, whereat its firing pin 72 would be in firing contact
with a cartridge (not shown) within that cartridge re

ceiving chamber (not shown) which is then in align
ment between the barrel and hammer of the pistol. The
trigger projecting portion 30 may be longer, or may be

of somewhat modified shape as compared with the trigger

jecting portion 30 and the rebound lever, the end 76a of
the rebound lever will be noving upwardly towards cylin
der ratchet 35 at a faster rate than is the slot 81 of trigger
74. As a consequence, and if the rebound lever is in
engagement with the hand shoulder 92, the rebound lever
76 will move the hand 78 upwardly towards ratchet 35

between the rebound lever edge and shoulder 92 during
the movement. Of course, the angle of inclination of

shoulder 92 is appropriately selected also to permit Such
contact engagement. However, it will be understood that
other similarly conforming configurations of the rebound
lever upper edge 76c and the hand shoulder 92 may be
provided for the purpose.
Turning now to a description of the double action
movement of firing action mechanism 73 as illustrated in
FIGURES 10 and 11, the parts are initially at rest in

At this point in the description it should be noted that,
by reason of the length of rebound lever 76 and there
fore the distance between its pivot pin 32 and the loca
tion of its contact with trigger projecting portion 38, and
by reason of the extension of the rebound lever end
76a beyond such location of contact between trigger pro

projecting portion 80 for purposes as will be described.
In view of the possible or intended engagement of the
hand shoulder 92 by the rebound lever edge 76c during
at least a portion of, or substantially the entire period (as
will hereinafter be explained) of chamber indexing nove

ment of the hand 78, and considering the limited pivotal
movement of hand 78 as it slides upwardly with respect
to frame 2 between fixed guides 66 and 67, and further
considering the pivotal movement of the rebound lever,
the extreme end of the rebound lever upper edge 76C is

movement of the trigger 74 thus causes the rebound lever
to pivot, in the direction of arrow C, against the bias of
mainspring 77.
As previously mentioned, the end 6a of the rebound
lever is initially in engagement with the hand shoulder
92 and, responsive to the upward pivotal movement of
the rebound lever 75, the hand 73 may be urged upwardly
toward its intended engagement with the cylinder ratchet
35.

by the rebound ever 3i of the earlier described embodi
ment. Similarly, a hand axle 91 is attached in the axle

housing portion 78a, projecting laterally therefrom for
engaging the trigger slot 81 as indicated in FIGURES 10
and 11. However, note that the hand 78 has a shoulder
92, at the upper end of the recess wherein the rebound
lever resides, which is angulated upwardly in the direc
tion toward cylinder 24, as more clearly indicated in FIG
URES 10 and 11. The disposition of shoulder 92 is such
that the upper edge 76c of the rebound lever can be in
engagement with it during the pivotal, upward movement
of the rebound lever in response to the urging of trigger

ments, but in any event is substantially in contact with the
underside edge 76d of rebound lever 76. Note, also,
that the mainspring 77 biases the rebound lever 76 into
pressure engagement with the portion 78a of hand 78,
thereby to retain the hand 78 and trigger 74 in their
pre-firing positions.
When trigger 74 is squeezed, it will pivot in the direc
tion of arrow A (FIGURE 11) about the axis of trigger
pin 28, and its sear 79 will be lifted into engagement with
tihe hammer Sear 88 to cause pivotal movement of ham
mer 75 in the direction of arrow B, as has been previously
explained. The trigger projecting portion 39 simulta
neously engages the rebound ever 76, and the pivotal

projecting portion 42 of the previously described embodi- 5

at a correspondingly accelerated rate, the hand axle 91.
moving displaceably in the trigger slot 81. Thus, simply
by such engagement of the rebound lever therewith, it
is possible to move the hand 78 in its chamber indexing
movement at an accelerated rate as will promote full
cartridge chamber indexing by the time the hammer 75
has attained its double action fully "cocked' position as
shown in FIGURE 11. In such arrangements of the
mechanism, it may be found preferable to lengthen the
height of the hand, greater than its length as would
normally be provided in a corresponding conventional
mechanism, and to elongate the trigger slot 81 in direction
below the conventionally provided hand axle aperture
of the trigger in such corresponding conventional mech
anism, as previously alluded to, to accommodate the
elongated hand element. In any event, the mechanism
73, as is presently being described, would be operable in
the absence of provision of the trigger spring 82.
However, the provision of a trigger spring 72 is de

sirable for its purposes as mentioned in connection with
the previously described embodiments as, for example,
to promote the positive action of the hand 78 on the cylin
der ratchet 35 to assure continued chamber alignment
with the barrel at the time of firing the cartridge which
is in such chamber. Thus, and now returning to the
description of the firing action of the mechanism 73, as
the trigger projecting portion 80 engages and lifts the
rebound lever 76, the hand 78 will move upwardly in
response to the bias of trigger spring 82 acting on the
hand axle 91, as in the other embodiments. Note that

such hand movement will occur, in the embodiment

shown by FIGURES 10 and 11, in view of the rather
sharp angle of upward inclination of the rebound lever
lower edge 76d at its location in the path of Such move

ment of the hand 78, as will be apparent from a study of
FIGURE 10. By reason of such spring responsive move
ment of the hand 78, it will be observed that the hand
shoulder 92 will, during at least a part, if not all, of the

period of upward movement of the hand, move out of
engagement with the upper edge 75c of the rebound lever.

However, and as previously alluded to, it is possible

17
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that, by reason of a so-called "sticky cartridge' which
tends to bind within the pistol headspace, the cylinder

the farthest extent of upward movement of the parts.

24 may not freely rotate responsive to the urging of
hand 78, and in such instance the hand 78 would normally

halt momentarily in its upward movement, the spring 82
thereupon compressing against its bias as the trigger 74
continues its pivotal movement, until the trigger 74 would
pivot sufficiently to bring the lower end 8a of trigger
slot 81 into positive engagement with hand axle 91 so
as to overcome such resistance to hand and cylinder move

10

ment. But, in a “short throw' hammer mechanism this
condition would be intolerable since the trigger Sear 79
might ride off the hammer sear 88 and permit release of

One means of overcoming this problem is suggested by
FIGURE 15 wherein the hand 98 is shown as being
widened at its edge 93d which faces toward the hammer
75. Of course, the fixed guide 67 of the frame side plate
68 would then require adjustment of its orientation for
coaction with such widened edge of the hand.
However, an alternative embodiment of the "short
throw' hammer firing action mechanism 73, as is shown
by FIGURES 13 and 14, incorporates a conventionally
configured rebound lever 96 (which may be coimpared
with that shown in FIGURES 6 and 7) and a rebound

the hammer to swing to its released position prior to the
time when such resistance would be overcome and there
fore prior to the time when the cartridge intended to be

5

trigger projecting portion 80 thereby monitoring the up

20

fired has been fully indexd. To overcome such possi
bility, and as previously noted, the rebound ever end 76a
will be moving upwardly responsive to the urging of

lever follower element 97 which is freely mounted for
pivotal movement on hammer pin 30, which conven
tionally projects laterally of the side surface of hammer
75. It is seen that the element 97 is in the form of a
lever having a free end 97a which is intended to engage
the hand shoulder 92 for the aforesaid purposes. Of
course, the inclination of hand shoulder 92 is adjusted,
as previously mentioned, to permit such engagement dur
ing the upward movement of the parts. The follower
element 97 has a lower edge 97b which normally rests
on the rebound lever upper edge 96c, and it will be ob
served from a comparison of FIGURE 13 (which shows
the hammer 75 in its “released' position) with FIGURE
14 (which shows hammer 75 in its double action fully
"cocked' position) that, during the action of the mech

ward movement of the hand 78 by reason of its closely
following proximity to the hand shoulder 92. Thus, if re
sistance to cylinder and hand movement is encountered,
which is greater than that which can be overcome by the
bias pressure of trigger spring 32, the rebound lever will
engage the hand to positively urge it upwardly against
such resistance. In this manner a safety feature is built
into the mechanism which prevents release of the ham
anism, the upward movement of rebound lever 96 will
mer prior to the time when the appropriate cartridge
cause pivoting of the follower element 97 in the direction
has been indexed into its firing position.
of arrow D (FIGURE 14) so that its upper edge 97c may
30
But, so that the hand will be exerting the aforemen
engage the hand shoulder 92 as desired in manner effecting
tioned positive action on cylinder 24 at the time when
the same purposes of the embodiments described in con
nection with FIGURES 10 and 11.
the cartridge is fired, and so that such may be accom
plished without dependence upon the manufacturing tol
Referring now to FIGURE 15, further modifications
erances between the rebound lever end 76a and hand of various elements are shown as may in some instances
shoulder 92 and similar factors, it is desirable to provide
be found more desirable. The hand 98 is shown to be
means to halt the upward movement of the rebound lever widened at its edge 93d, as previously mentioned. The
76 at, or just prior to the time when the hammer 75 has
view also shows a modified form of trigger projecting
arrived at its fully cocked position. This is to insure that
portion 99 which has substantially straight configuration,
40
only the trigger spring 82 is urging the hand 78 upwardly
as may be useful in effecting a relocation of notch 93 and
in the final stage of its movement, for the purposes as
its arcuate surface 93a along the rebound lever length.
explained in connection with the earlier described em
In addition, there is shown a trigger spring 100 which
bodiment. Such means are provided as follows: .
is located exterior of the trigger slot 4). Of course, trig
By comparing FIGURES 10 and 11, it will be under ger spring 106 serves the same purposes as do the
stood that trigger projecting portion 86 is in engage 45 trigger springs 44 (FIGURES 1A and 4),50 (FIGURE
ment with the rebound lever 76 at all times during the
5) and 82 (FIGURES 10-14). To retain the spring 60
pivotal movement of trigger 74. To halt the upward in a position laterally displaced from the plane of move
movement of the rebound lever at a time prior to when
ment of trigger projecting portion 99 and rebound lever
the hammer 75 is in its fully cocked position, yet to
31,
a pin 101 is attached, as by brazing, to the side of
permit continued pivotal movement of the trigger 74 50 trigger projecting portion 99, and a pin 102 is attached
so as to cause the release of the hammer by a riding
to the side of hand 98 at its edge 98d, as shown. The
apart of the sear elements, at the appropriate location
spring 100 is shown as being of the coil type which is
along the length of the rebound lever lower edge 76d subject to compression a distance corresponding to the
there is provided a notch 93 (see FIGURES 11 and 12) 55 spacing betwen the pins 10 and 102.

for receiving the trigger projecting portion 80 when the
rebound lever has arrived at the desired extent of its
upward movement. The notch 93 has an arcuate surface
portion 93a, generated in accordance with the locus of
points of further movement of the end of the trigger
projecting portion 80, by which the rebound lever will
rest on an edge portion 94 of the trigger projecting por
tion 86, yet will remain stationary as the trigger pro
jecting portion 80 slides thereover during its continued

movement in releasing the hammer 75 to fire the pistol.
As shown in FIGURES 10 and 11, note that the re
bound lever upper edge 76c may require a notch, as indi
cated at 95, for clearance of the hammer pin 36 of con
ventional mechanisms when the rebound lever has at
tained the farthest extent of its upward pivotal move
ment.
As perhaps partially suggested by FIGURE 11, it may
be difficult in conventional firing action mechanisms to
adjust the length and free end configuration of the re

bound lever so that it will always be disposed beneath the

Thus, a firing action mechanism has been described
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hand shoulder 92 for engagement therewith, even at 75

which achieves all of the objects of the invention.
I claim:
1. In a cartridge firing device having a barrel element,
and cartridge chamber means mounted for movement to
a position thereof aligning a contained cartridge with the
barrel element: a firing action mechanism comprising a
trigger mounted for movement towards a position thereof
triggering the firing action mechanism to fire said car
tridge, a hand element mounted for movement in engage
ment with said cartridge chamber means to move the
latter to its said position, means mounting said hand ele
ment on said trigger for rectilinear movement relative to
said trigger, and means engaging said hand element re
sponsive to said movement of the trigger to move the
hand element in said engagement with said cartridge
chamber means and to promote said rectilinear move
ment of the hand element at a rate accelerating with
respect to the rate of said movement of the trigger to
move said cartridge chamber means into its said position
prior to said triggering of the firing action mechanism.
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2. In a cartridge firing device having a barrel element,
and a cartridge receiving cylinder mounted for rotatable
movement to a position thereof aligning a contained
cartridge with the barrel element: a firing action mecha
nism comprising a trigger mounted for pivotal movement
towards a position thereof triggering the firing action
mechanism to fire said cartridge, a hand element mounted
for movement in engagement with said cylinder to rotate
the cylinder to its said position, slide connection means
between said hand element and said trigger permitting
rectilinear movement of the hand element relative to the
trigger during said cylinder engagement movement of the
hand element, and means engaging said hand element
responsive to said movement of the trigger to move the
hand element in said engagement with the cylinder to
rotate Said cylinder into its said position prior to said
triggering of the firing action mechanism.
3. In a cartridge firing device, a firing action mecha

nism according to claim 2 wherein said means engaging
the hand element comprises a lever mounted for pivotal

movement and having a free end engaging said hand
element during said cylinder engagement movement of
the hand element, and means on said trigger engaging
and pivoting Said lever responsive to said movement of
the trigger.
4. In a cartridge firing device, a firing action mecha
nism according to claim 2 wherein said slide connection
means comprises means defining an elongated slot on
Said trigger, said hand element having a slide follower
portion engaging said slot on the trigger.
5. in a cartridge firing device having a barrel element,
and a cartridge receiving cylinder mounted for rotatable
movement to a position thereof aligning a contained
cartridge with the barrel element: a firing action mecha
nism comprising a trigger mounted for pivotal movement
towards a position thereof triggering the firing action
nechanism to fire said cartridge, a hand element mounted
for movement in engagement with said cylinder to rotate
the cylinder to its said postion, slide connection means

between said hand element and said trigger permitting

20
chambers with said barrel element: a firing action mecha
nism comprising a trigger mounted for pivotal move
ment from a released position thereof towards a position
thereof triggering the firing action mechanism to fire a

O
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by said hand element is mounted for rectilinear move
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rectilinear movement of the hand element relative to the

trigger during said cylinder engagement movement of

the hand element, spring means biasing said hand element
in the direction of its said rectilinear movement, movable
means normally urging said spring means against its bias,
and means relieving said urging of said movable means
during said movement of the trigger to permit bias re
Sponsive movement of said spring means to rotate said

cylinder into its said position prior to said triggering of
the firing action mechanism.
6. In a cartridge firing device, a firing action mecha
nism according to claim 5 wherein said means relieving
said urging of said movable means comprises a projecting
portion on said trigger.

7. In a cartridge firing device, a firing action mechanism
according to claim 5 wherein said slide connection means
comprises means defining an elongated slot on said
rigger, said hand element having a slide follower portion
engaging said slot on the trigger.
8. In a cartridge firing device, a firing action mecha
nism according to claim 5 wherein said slide connection

means comprises means defining an elongated slot on
said trigger, said hand element having a slide follower
portion engaging said slot on the trigger, and wherein
said spring means is mounted on said trigger and in bias
preSSure engagement with said hand element.
9. In a cartridge firing device, a firing action mecha

cartridge contained in one of said chambers when so
aligned with the barrel element, a hand element mounted
for movement in engagement with said cylinder to rotate
the cylinder responsive to said pivotal movement of the
trigger for indexing said one of the chambers into align
ment with Said barrel element, cylinder stop means
mounted for movement responsive to said pivotal move
ment of the trigger to stop said indexing rotation of said
cylinder when said one chamber is in alignment with said
barrel element, means defining an elongated slot on said
trigger, said trigger slot having its direction of elongation
Substantially in the direction of such cylinder engage
(ent movement of said hand elements, said hand ele
ment having a portion slidable in said trigger slot where
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ment with respect to said trigger, spring means biasing
Said hand element for slidable movement of its said por
tion within said trigger slot in said direction of said cylin
der engagement movement of said hand element, a re
bound lever mounted for pivotal movement and having
a free end in normal engagement with said hand element
when Said trigger is in its said released position, a main
Spring biasing said rebound lever for pivotal movement
in a direction towards its said normal engagement with
the hand element whereby when said rebound lever so
engages said hand element the rebound lever opposes
and prevents said slidable movement of said hand ele
ment portion responsive to the bias of said spring means
and urges said trigger towards its said released position,
and a projecting portion on said trigger for engaging said
rebound lever to pivot the rebound lever in a direction
opposite to its said direction of mainspring biased pivotal
movement and out of its said normal engagement with
the hand element to thereby permit said slidable move
ment of said hand element portion responsive to the bias
of Said spring means during said pivotal movement of the
trigger, whereby during said pivotal movement of the
trigger the said one chamber is fully indexed into align
ment with said barrel element prior to said trigger attain
ing its said position triggering the firing action mecha
S.
11. In a revolver type pistol, a firing action mechanism
according to claim 10 wherein said hand element and
Said free end of the rebound lever are also adapted sub
stantially for following engagement during at least a
portion of said cylinder engagement movement of said
hand element, whereby during said portion of said cylin
der engagement movement of said hand element the said
pivoting of the rebound lever in said direction opposite
to its said direction of mainspring biased pivotal move
ment assures uninterrupted movement of said hand ele
helt,

12. In a revolver type pistol, a firing action mechanism
said trigger projecting portion have slidable engagement
therebetween to terminate said pivoting of the rebound
lever in said direction opposite to its said direction of
mainspring biased pivotal movement when said hand ele
ment has moved a distance equal to said portion of its
cylinder engagement movement.
13. In a revolver type pistol having a barrel element,
and a rotatable cylinder having a plurality of annularly
Spaced cartridge receiving chambers therein whereby
rotation of the cylinder sequentially aligns each of said
chambers with said barrel element: a firing action mecha
nism comprising a trigger mounted for pivotal move
ment from a released position thereof towards a position
thereof triggering the firing action mechanism to fire a
cartridge contained in one of said chambers when so
aligned with the barrel element, a hand element mounted
for movement in engagement with said cylinder to rotate
according to claim 11 wherein said rebound lever and
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nism according to claim 8 wherein said Spring means is
mounted within said elongated slot on the trigger and
in bias pressure engagement with said side follower pOro
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10. In a revolver type pistol having a barrel element,
and a rotatable cylinder having a plurality of annularly
Spaced cartridge receiving chambers therein whereby rota
tion of the cylinder sequentially aligns each of said

75

tion of the hand element.
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trigger towards its said released position, and a pro
jecting portion on said trigger for engaging said lever

the cylinder responsive to said pivotal movement of the
trigger for indexing said one of the chambers into align
ment with said barrel element, cylinder stop means
mounted for movement responsive to said pivotal move
ment of the trigger to stop said indexing rotation of said
cylinder when said one chamber is in alignment with said
barrel element, means defining an elongated slot on said
trigger, said trigger slot having its direction of elongation

to pivot the lever in a direction opposite to the direction
of its said bias to thereby relieve the bias pressure of
Said normal engagement of the lever with said hand
element during said pivotal movement of the trigger,
Said hand element and said lever being shaped with
respect to each other for engagement during said cylinder

substantially in the direction of said cylinder engagement

movement of said hand element, said hand element hav
ing a portion slidable in said trigger slot whereby said

engagement movement of said hand element so that the

O

hand element is mounted for rectilinear movement with

respect to said trigger, a rebound lever mounted for

pivotal movement and having a free end in normal en
gagement with said hand element when said trigger is in
its said released position, a mainspring biasing said re
bound lever for pivotal movement in direction towards its
said normal engagement with the hand element whereby
the rebound lever urges said trigger towards its said re
leased position, and a projecting portion on said trigger
for engaging said rebound lever to pivot the rebound
lever in a direction opposite to its said direction of main
Spring biased pivotal movement to thereby relieve the
bias pressure of said normal engagement of the rebound

5 mechanism.

15. In a revolver type pistol, a firing action mechanism
according to claim 14 wherein said slide connection
1rleans between said hand element and said trigger com

20

prises means defining an elongated slot on said trigger,
said trigger slot having its direction of elongation sub
stantially in the direction of said cylinder engagement

movement of said hand element, said hand element having

a portion slidable in said trigger slot.
16. In a revolver type pistol, a firing action mechanism
according to claim 15 wherein said slide connection
means between said hand element and said trigger further

lever with said hand element during said pivotal move
ment of the trigger, said hand element and said free end
of the rebound lever being shaped with respect to each
other for engagement during said cylinder engagement
movement of said hand element so that the said rebound
lever urges said hand element in its said cylinder engage
ment movement, whereby during said pivotal movement
of the trigger the said one chamber is fully indexed into
alignment with said barrel element prior to said trigger
attaining its said position triggering the firing action
mechanism.
14. In a revolver type pisto having a barrel element,
and a rotatable cylinder having a plurality of annularly
Spaced cartridge receiving chambers therein whereby
Totation of the cylinder sequentially aligns each of said
chambers with said barrel element: a firing action mecha
nisim comprising a trigger mounted for pivotal movement
from a released position thereof towards a position

comprises spring means mounted on said trigger and
engaging said hand element to thereby exert biasing pres
sure on said hand element in the direction of its said
rectilinear movement with respect to said trigger.
17. In a revolver type pistol, a firing action mechanism
according to claim 16 wherein said spring means is
mounted on said trigger projecting portion.
18. In a revolver type pistol, a firing action mechanism

according to claim 16 wherein said lever and said trigger
projecting portion are shaped with respect to each other
for slidable engagement therebetween during said pivotal
movement of the trigger to terminate said pivoting of the
lever in said direction opposite to the direction of its said
bias when said hand element has moved a distance equal
to a major portion of its cylinder engagement movement,
whereby said spring means mounted on said trigger deter
mines the remaining portion of said cylinder engagement

thereof triggering the firing action mechanism to fire a
cartridge contained in one of said chambers when so

movement of said hand element.

....

19. In a revolver type pistol having a barrel element,
and a rotatable cylinder having a plurality of annularly
spaced cartridge receiving chambers therein whereby rota
tion of the cylinder sequentially aligns each of said cham
bers with said barrel element: a firing action mechanism
comprising a trigger mounted for pivotal movement from
a released position thereof towards a position thereof
triggering the firing action mechanism to fire a cartridge

aligned with the barrel element, said trigger having a
trigger sear, a hammer element mounted for pivotal
movement from a released position thereof in firing
engagement with a cartridge contained in said one cham
ber to a cocked position thereof spaced away from said
released position, said hammer element having a hammer
Sear engaging said trigger sear during said pivotal move
ments of said trigger and hammer element whereby

pivotal movement imparted to one imparts pivotal move
ment to the other, said trigger sear and said hammer
sear having length with respect to each other to provide
a short distance of said pivotal movement of the hammer
element whereby said firing action mechanism is charac
terized as providing a "short throw hammer,' a hand
element mounted for movement in engagement with said
cylinder to rotate the cylinder responsive to said pivotal
movement of the trigger for indexing said one of the
chambers into alignment with said barrel element, cylinder
stop means mounted for movement responsive to said
pivotal movement of the trigger to stop said indexing
rotation of said cylinder when said one chamber is in

Said lever urges said hand element in its cylinder engage
ment movement, whereby during said pivotal movement
of the trigger the said one chamber is fully indexed into
alignment with said barrel element prior to said trigger
attaining its said position triggering the firing action
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contained in one of said chambers when so aligned with
the barrel element, a hammer element mounted for pivotal
movement and adapted for engaging said trigger during

said pivotal movement of the trigger, a hand element
mounted for movement in engagement with said cylinder
to rotate the cylinder responsive to said pivotal move
60

ment of the trigger for indexing said one of the chambers
into alignment with said barrel element, slide connection
means between said hand element and said trigger per
mitting rectilinear movement of the hand element rela
tive to the trigger during said cylinder engagement move
ment of said hand element, a rebound lever mounted for

65

pivotal movement and having a free end slidably engaging

alignment, with said barrel element, slide connection. said hand element, a mainspring biasing said rebound
lever for pivotal movement in direction towards the lo
means between said hand element and said trigger per
cation of its said slidable engagement with the hand ele
mitting rectilinear movement of the hand element rela
ment whereby the rebound lever urges said trigger to
tive to the trigger during said cylinder engagement move
ment of said hand element, a spring biased lever mounted 70 wards its said released position, a follower lever mount
for normal biased engagement with said hand element
ed for pivotal movement about the axis of said pivotal
when said trigger is in its said released position whereby
movement of the hammer element and having a free end
slidably engaging said hand element, and a projecting
when said lever so engages said hand element the lever
portion on said trigger for engaging said rebound lever
opposes and prevents said rectilinear movement of said
hand element with respect to said trigger and urges said 75 to pivot the rebound lever in a direction opposite to its
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said direction of mainspring biased pivotal movement to
thereby relieve bias pressure of the rebound lever on said
hand element during said pivotal movement of the trigger,
said follower lever also slidably engaging said rebound
lever during said pivoting of the rebound lever in response
to its said engagement by the trigger projecting portion
so that the rebound lever pivots said follower lever to
urge said hand element in its said cylinder engagement
movement, whereby during said pivotal movement of the
trigger the said one chamber is fully indexed into align
ment with said barrel element prior to said trigger attain
ing its said position triggering the firing action mechanism.
20. In a revolver type pistol, a firing action mechanism
according to claim 19 wherein said hammer element is
pivotal between a released position and a cocked posi
tion thereof, and said hammer element and said trigger
are adapted with respect to each other to provide a short
distance of said piovtal movement of the hammer ele
ment whereby said firing action mechanism is character
ized as providing a “short throw hammer.”
21. In a cartridge firing device, a firing action mecha
nism according to claim 2 wherein said means engaging
said hand element comprises a first lever mounted for
pivotal movement about a first axis and having a free end
slidably engaging said hand element, a follower lever
mounted for pivotal movement about a second axis and
having a free end slidably engaging said hand element,
and means on said trigger for engaging and pivoting said
first ever responsive to said movement of the trigger, said
follower lever also slidably engaging said first lever dur
ing said pivoting of the first lever, whereby said follower
lever urges said hand element in its said movement in en
gagement with the cylinder.
22. In a cartridge firing device, a firing action mecha
nism according to claim 21 wherein said follower lever
is considerably shorter than said first lever.
23. A trigger for mounting in a revolver type cartridge
firing device wherein a hand element moves in response
to pivotal movement of the trigger to index a cartridge
into position to be fired, said trigger comprising a body
portion, pivot means of said body portion for pivotally
mounting said trigger in said device, an upwardly facing
surface of said body portion in radially spaced relation
with respect to said pivot means and extending generally
towards and terminating at that end of said trigger which
moves upwardly during its pivotal movement, a sear por
tion defined by said end terminus of said upwardly facing
Surface, and means for mounting said hand element for
rectilinear movement on the trigger, said hand element
mounting means consisting essentially of substantially
vertical slide means on said body portion disposed sub
stantially adjacent to said upwardly facing surface of the

24.
25. A trigger according to claim 23 wherein said verti
cal slide means includes spring bias means for biasing said
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30. A trigger according to claim 29 wherein said verti

cal slide means includes spring bias means mounted on

45

said rebound lever engagement lug for biasing said hand
element in upward direction with respect to said trigger
when the hand element is mounted on the trigger.
References (Cited in the file of this patent
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latter.

24. A trigger according to claim 23 wherein said verti
cal slide means comprises means defining an elongated,
substantially vertical slot of said body portion.

hand element in upward direction with respect to said
trigger when the hand element is mounted on the trigger.
26. A trigger according to claim 25 wherein said spring
bias means comprises a coil type spring.
27. A trigger according to claim 25 wherein said spring
bias means comprises a leaf type spring.
28. A trigger according to claim 23 wherein said verti
cal slide means comprises means defining an elongated,
substantially vertical slot of said body portion disposed
below said upwardly facing surface of the latter, means
defining a spring receiving channel communicating with
said elongated slot, and spring bias means mounted with
in said spring receiving channel and projecting into said
elongated slot for biasing said hand element in upward
direction with respect to said trigger when the hand ele
ment is mounted on the trigger.
29. A trigger for mounting in a revolver type cartridge
firing device wherein a hand element moves in response
to pivotal movement of the trigger to index a cartridge
into position to be fired, said trigger comprising a body
portion, pivot means of said body portion for pivotally
mounting said trigger in said device, an upwardly facing
surface of said body portion in radially spaced relation
with respect to said pivot means and extending general
ly towards and terminating at that end of said trigger
which moves upwardly during its pivotal movement, a
Sear portion defined by said end terminus of said upward
ly facing surface, means for mounting said hand element
for rectilinear movement on the trigger, said hand ele
ment mounting means consisting essentially of substan
tially vertical slide means on said body portion disposed
Substantially adjacent to said upwardly facing surface
of the latter, and a rebound lever engagement lug on said
body portion below said upwardly facing surface, said
lug projecting a distance outward from an edge of said
body portion and generally in the direction of said up
wardly moving end of the trigger.
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